ABSTRACT This study investigates where religion stands in relation to economic life, characterised by meritocracy. To this end, first, the deeper logic of economic merit-retribution-which captures humans, as an ideology of everyday life-will be explicated through a cursory review of the metaphysical and religious grounding of economic life. Here, the paper discusses both the religious legitimation and critique of meritocracy by generating theological resources from the books of Job and Qohelet. The paper then draws on the historical archives and cultural memories of Ethiopians to illustrate how and why religion should be considered important for a deeper understanding of inequality and poverty. Of particular interest in this context are the oral poetic expressions of ordinary people suffering the consequences of drought and famine in Ethiopia. Such voices-usually passed unheard by authorities, whether governmental or non-governmental agents-are not only illustrative of the way the logic of merit/retribution is implicated in metaphysical and religious worldviews in Ethiopia (the metaphysics of fate/idil), but also demonstrate a challenge to the religious, socio-economic, and political status quo. Finally, the paper suggests a number of moral considerations on meritocracy vis-à-vis inequality and poverty, which will contribute towards correcting flawed conceptions of economic poverty and development.
competitive understanding of society. Although he claims that his argument, based on equality of opportunities, does not necessarily indicate the affirmation of meritocracy, Rawls does not escape the charge.
The cursory rehearsal of the theoretical trajectories I have attempted here is intended to establish the context for my own approach to the problem. My contention is that meritocracywhether it is officially adopted as a policy or not-remains a powerful force, not so much for its conceptual cogency as for its promises and lures hooking into people's belief systems. Arguably, at a deeper existential level, there seems to be a human desire to establish an organic or causal link between the efforts we exert and the rewards we receive. This entails considering meritocracy as a regime of subjectivity that disciplines people's desire -capturing and shaping their imaginations and actions.
Having made the proposal that meritocracy could be considered a regime of subjectivity, it would then be natural to explore also the significance of religion in understanding economic relations characterised by meritocracy. This will allow us to enquire into the location of religion in relation to inequality and poverty. To this end, I will start with a brief review of the economic de/merit logic to examine both the religious legitimation and critique of meritocracy to argue that meritocracy prevails not because of its conceptual cogency, but rather because it appeals the subjectivities of people in a quasi-religious manner. In this section, I will look at selected Christian texts dealing with merit, as an example of how religion could be caught in the tension between merit and grace. Here, I also wish to generate theological resources from Job and Qohelet that problematise the causal connection between merit and reward. In doing this I hope to indicate not only the manner in which religion could be instrumentalised to legitimise meritocracy but to also demonstrate its capacity to critique and resist.
I will then, move on to look at an example from the Ethiopian context to broaden the horizon of the discussion. To this end, I will draw on the historical archives and cultural memories of Ethiopians-focusing on the oral poetic expressions of the effects of drought on ordinary people-to illustrate the extent to which religion is an important factor in achieving a deeper understanding of inequality and poverty. Such voices-which usually pass unheard by authorities, whether governmental or nongovernmental agents-are not only illustrative of the way the logic of merit/retribution is explicated in their metaphysical and religious worldviews (the metaphysics of fate/idil), but also demonstrate a challenge to the religious, socio-economic, and political status quo. Finally, I will conclude the discussion by suggesting a number of moral considerations on meritocracy vis-à-vis inequality and poverty, which will contribute towards correcting flawed conceptions of economic poverty and development.
Religion and the de/merit economic logic In this section, I will discuss the relation between meritocracy and religion. I will examine the following two questions concerning the manner in which religion legitimises meritocracy and concerning the moral critique, it poses. Allow me to start by rehearsing theoretical trajectories that are pertinent for examining the relation between religion and economy in general.
indicator of grace. This link between grace and money can be presented in a two-way relationship where grace means money and money means grace. If we follow Weber's argument, we find that Calvin's doctrine of predestination contributed to the transformation of attitudes, particularly the shift from otherworldly ascetic disposition to an inner-worldly one. In addition, such a move resulted in hard work to prove election through the gain of worldly wealth. Moreover, this contributed to the development of rational calculation/manipulation of social and economic resources towards capitalistic ends (rational capitalism). In general, Protestant Christianity-as a meritocratic religionfostered a culture favourable for the development of capitalistic economy.
Applying a variant of Weber's analysis to the contemporary situation may require empirical considerations in particular local contexts. However, given the globalisation of capital and the liberalisation of the market across the world, it would not be entirely inappropriate to think of meritocratic culture and the spirit of capitalism as a global phenomenon. If that is the case, even contemporary expressions of religion, including various Christian traditions (e.g., pentecostal, neo-pentecostal movements) and expressions of African Traditional Religions variously exhibit similar trends. For a meritocratic religion to flourish at a global scale, it is not necessary for the entire world to convert or to have links with Protestant Christianity. As the famous aphorism by the philosopher Walter Benjamin captures, "Capitalism" itself "is a religion, that is to say, capitalism essentially serves to satisfy the same worries, anguish, and disquiet formerly answered by so-called religion.
[…] capitalism itself developed parasitically on Christianity in the West" (Benjamin, [1986] 1921, p 102). Benjamin's articulation suggests the replacement of the old religion (Christianity) by the new (Capitalism). What is important to note here is the operative logic of meritocratic religion: it only needs favourable religious worldviews that could serve as hosts to foster its parasitic growth. Thus, what has happened in the west could also happen in the non-west in diverse ways.
According to the view proposed by Benjamin, capitalism is intimately related to our existential "worries, anguish, and disquiet". In other words, it enters our subjectivity and shapes our whole being. In this light, we can see that belief in merit plays a great role connecting people's belief system with the operative logic of economy. Belief in merit-which is both old and newresonates deeply with modern economic conceptions that enter or constitute people's subjectivity, affecting the way they conceive themselves and their world. In this regard, I agree with the Italian economist Luigino Bruni (2017) , who argues that meritocracy involves a "symbolic technology" that is of a double nature, fostering an interpretation of meritability and organisational rationality (cf. Louis Althusser's ideology and mastery and Michel Foucault's technologies of the self; Althusser, 2008 and Luther et al., 1988) . On the one hand, it causes the employee to consider that his/her work is recognised and well valued and that it deserves merit (meritable), while on the other hand, it causes the employer to think that he/she is fair to the employee. Of course, this is just an example and merit is not limited to employment. Thus, meritocracy captures humankind because of its strong appeal, and it proves to be a regime of subjectivity that disciplines the human subject.
In today's world, economy means a matter of survival: life and death, to be and not to be. "A new world has arisen", writes Sergius Bulgakov, "a new organisation of life, in which every man [sic] feels himself to be only an insignificant part of the whole, a little screw in a big machine" (Williams, 1999, p 276) . Such a new world has come at the expense of the dis-embedding of older orders of life. According to Charles Taylor, one of the most prominent contemporary philosophers, (2007, p 181) , the conception of economy as a self-regulating system is not natural or God-given; rather, it is a social construction whose origin extends back only to the eighteenth century. Such a conception of the economy, which was only a theory in the mind of "Adam Smith and the physiocrats", eventually extended to constitute people's imaginations and actions becoming what Taylor calls a "modern social imaginary" (2004, p 76) .
A social imaginary describes "the ways people imagine their social existence, how they fit together with others, how things go on between them and their fellows, the expectations that are normally met, and the deeper normative notions and images that underlie these expectations" (Taylor, 2004, p 23) . Implied in this conception are the following fundamental realities: (1) the economy should be free from any intervention because it can maintain its own equilibrium; (2) we, as economic actors, are free beings; (3) and what binds us together is our common belief in such a convention. Intricately related to our self-understanding, social imaginaries do have the capacity to constitute our subjectivities.
The purpose of alluding to these three prominent social theorists and philosophers is not to engage with or appropriate their works here but to show how they-in their own distinct idioms-furnish us with conceptual tools to understand general economy in terms of religiously informed cultural development (Weber and Benjamin) and social imaginaries (Taylor) . Such conceptual trajectories (especially, the former) with historical justifications offer us an account of religion that can legitimise meritocratic belief that intimately affects and coordinates our imaginations and actions. Although this may give us a proper understanding of the mal/functions of religion, it is not immediately obvious how religion could be seen as a resistance to meritocratic beliefs. Could we speak of a religious reserve that is counter-meritocratic? It is to this fundamental question that the following discussion will address itself.
Anti-meritocratic sage philosophy/theology. The fact that meritocracy constitutes our subjectivity does not mean that we are entirely determined by it. Determinism could be "true only if our 'I' were dead" (Bulgakov, 2000, p 212) and "there could be no critique at all" if everything else "were nothing but pure utility" (Hughes, 2007, p 224) . Consequently, it is possible to think of critique and resistance against meritocracy, and such resistance against meritocratic ideology could evolve out of the same religious and metaphysical repository that sanctions meritocracy.
Therefore, in generating theological resources from the biblical tradition, I do so with the intention to contest meritocracy, which could legitimately be considered as (part of) a particular (liberal) tradition (MacIntyre, 1988, p 335; Gaus, p 224-225) . Here I echo Kathryn Tanner who argues that "theological ideas are always constituted by a contestatory relationship with the beliefs and practices of the wider world" (Tanner, 2005, p 1) . In what follows, I will examine the paradox of merit in the Judeo-Christian biblical tradition 2 particularly focusing on Job and Qohelet to articulate the contestatory relationship between theology and merit (cf. Schweizer, 1975, p 155; Tushima, 2011, p 1-11). 3 In their anti-meritocratic stance, the books of Job and Qohelet are arguably without equal. Here, I will focus on some selected texts, from these books, to generate theological resources against meritocratic religion/theology. The intention here is not entirely theological though. Although they have explicit theological thought, these books-which are often referred to as wisdom literature-demonstrate the character of a sage philosophy that can be deployed to produce a critical voice that counters meritocracy. I will start with a text from Qohelet, which problematises merit:
Again I saw that under the sun the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong, nor bread to the wise, nor riches to the intelligent, nor favor to the men of skill; but time and chance happen to them all.
For man does not know his time. Like fish which are taken in an evil net, and like birds which are caught in a snare, so the sons of men are snared at an evil time, when it suddenly falls upon them. (Ecc. 9:11-12 RSV)
In this text, Qohelet does not imply that the swift never win. Rather, he affirms that the swift cannot possess, and consequently control, the race: "It is not the loss of a race by the swiftest runner that troubles Qohelet, nor the poverty of a wise man, but rather the evidence such inequities provide of the ineffectuality of human skills and powers" (Fox, 1989, p 260-261) . The cause of this ineffectuality is "time and accident". Here, what "Qohelet has in mind in this verse are unfortunate, for they deprive people of the just rewards of their talents" (Fox, 1989, p 260-261) . It refers to the "time of misfortune" that befalls humans as a mishap or trap, something of a disaster that results in the individual's (premature/untimely) death (Fox, 1989, p 260-261) .
What one should note is that the problem is less about the notion of merit/retribution than the answers attributed to the questions related to the recognition of merits or demerits. Qohelet accentuates the contradictory co-existence of justice and the lack of it (injustice) in society. Theodicy-the justification of God in the presence of evil-appears to occupy Qohelet's mind, but he is less interested in the solution itself than in showing the disruptive force of exceptions (crisis) that lead to the questioning of earlier conventional views of justice (Fox 1989, p 146-147) .
Here, one may raise a legitimate question as to the coherence of Qohelet's philosophy: how could he affirm the co-existence of a just God and an unjust world-two seemingly contradictory propositions. Of course, this may lead us to abandon one of the propositions that may eventually lead to atheistic conclusions. In this respect, Qohelet (Fox, 1989, p 146-150 ) displays recognition of disruptions without necessarily abandoning belief in the justice and judgement of God, and such contradictions can also be explained in terms of "split subjectivity" in a post-modern idiom (Koosed, 2006, p 59) . By split-subjectivity, I am referring not to a form of schizophrenia or bipolar condition, but to the fragmentary and sometimes incoherent sets of identity/identification that constitute the self. In Qohelet, we find reservation of the subject's freedom to resist the determinism of objective conditions. In brief, as mentioned above, total determinism is impossible-we humans cannot be determined through and through by the force of material conditions as long as we are (or, our "I" is) not dead.
In the book of Job, we find contentious and divergent views on merit and retribution. There is a strand of thought that counts earthly, temporal prosperity as merit and retribution as demerit (a view represented by Job's friends), and a view that questions the equating of worldly prosperity and wellbeing with divine merit, or providence. Nevertheless, the main trajectory of this "crisis literature" attests to the disrupting potency of suffering. In chapters 17 and 21, Job explicitly objects to the notion that temporal prosperity is always the reward of virtue as temporal adversity may not be the punishment of sin. In fact, evil persons are frequently seen to prosper in this life irrespective of the fact that they merit nothing good from God for which they suffer no serious adversities/misfortunes.
A possible objection against the above consideration is: if evil persons can prosper and no serious adversity befalls them, then why should good works matter? Here, it might be appropriate to refer back to Qohelet who says, "The same things happen to everyone, and so the hearts of the sons of men are filled with evil" (9:13). He continues to offer what could be taken as an answer to the objection: "Nevertheless, since their own goods are not in their hands, let their counsel be far from me". In order to understand this point, we need to draw attention to the notion of free will. Certain goods or virtuous works are voluntary, and they are in the hands of persons who are aided by the grace of God. However, even those who think that they possess it cannot possess the goods of temporal prosperity. Virtuous persons can suffer unintended adversities. Sometimes death could be an equaliser of all. In fact, all are equally fated, in this regard. For their bodies are disposed equally after death, and so he says, "And yet they will sleep in the dust in the same way", because they will be buried in the earth equally, "and worms will cover them", for their bodies are destined to the same decay which could even be considered the ultimate absurdity.
Job presents three reasons why God should spare him (cf. ch.7, p 16-21). First, Job says, "What will I do for you, O guardian of men?" to make a point that humans are frail and that they are incapable of making satisfaction or the remission of sins. Second, Job complains saying, "Why do you pit me against you?" to make an appeal based on the powerlessness of humans to persevere themselves without divine grace. Finally, Job's cry "Why do you not take away my sin?" and "Why do you not take away my iniquity?" is expressive of his appeal from the morally compromised nature of the human condition (to cleanse itself from sin and iniquity). Overall, the appeal articulates an antimeritocratic anti-determinism (the determinism of fate/God). In Gustavo Gutierrez's liberationist idiom: "poverty and abandonment are not something [divinely] fated" (1987, p 32) .
Of course, the notion of merit-retribution is not compatible with determinism. It is because humans-distinguished from the animal kingdom-possess free will and that the issue of deserved merit or demerit can be considered (Aquinas, 2016 Caput 7). Otherwise, merit-demerit is inapplicable to irrational creatures. In Job, we find an account of theodicy not as an intellectual problem as such, but as a practical one. Theodicy, as a practical problem, expresses the psychological struggle of the person undergoing suffering. When a person asks, "Why did this happen?" she/he implies the futility of their suffering. Job goes on to show, not only the futility of preserving his life but strikingly the harm: "For now I would be sleeping (death) and quiet (rest from adversities); I would be at rest". The whole point is that the preservation of life is not something that should be desired, because both the haves and the have-nots will meet the same end. Death marks the end of merit defined in possession of corporeal goods or temporal prosperity.
Thus far, we noted meritocratic thinking is part of our everyday life. As a regime of subjectivity, it controls many facets of our life in the world. The closeness of meritocracy to societal life is mediated and facilitated by religion. Theological notions of grace, covenant, election and salvation can sanction the notion of merit. This is not to say that salvation is merited in the Christian faith. Historically, the place of merit in the Christian tradition has been debated. However, even as religion can be appropriated to legitimise the merit-retribution logic of economy, it can also serve to critique meritocracy. Not only the interpretation of worldly success as merit, but also the interpretation of failure as retribution are both problematised. A summons for the replacement of epistemic certainty with epistemic humility clearly reverberates in both Qohelet and Job.
The crux of the matter has nothing to do with juxtaposing "protesting wisdom" with "dogmatized wisdom" (as some claim) for both Qohelet and Job do not deny or reject theistic wisdom ARTICLE PALGRAVE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1057/s41599-017-0059-3 (Fox, 1989, p 145) . Instead, they demonstrate the other face of the reality of disruptive exceptions. Arguably, religion plays a significant role-in both the past and present-by offering the "solution" to injustice (economic or other) in the world through a juxtaposition of a just God and an unjust world and the ultimate reconciliation of God and the world. Indeed, associating religion with the legitimisation of meritocracy is an inappropriate positioning of religion, amounting to a kind of functionalist reductionism. The discussion above could lead us to this kind of conclusion. The reduction of religion to a cultural convention becomes clear if we consider empirical examples-not necessarily from a modern capitalistic society but even from a traditional one that thrives to modernise such conventions. In what follows, I wish to expand the horizon of this discourse by drawing on examples from the Ethiopian experience.
The metaphysics of fate and the myth of social mobility: the Ethiopian example In the previous section, we have dealt with meritocratic religion/ theology and counter-meritocratic wisdom. In what follows, I wish to broaden the horizon of the previous discussion through a brief elaboration of the metaphysics of fate and the myth of social mobility in Ethiopia. I will then offer a cursory reflection on the historical archives and cultural memories of Ethiopians pertinent to belief in merit. The purpose of this section is to illustrate how and why empirical considerations of religious phenomena, and the manner in which they sanction cultural conventions 4 and/or counter disruptive convictions, are important for a deeper understanding of inequality and poverty.
Cultural conventions.
[by] instinct, he [the "typical" Ethiopian] knows what he is, what is the exact measure of the place which he occupies within his family, and at what height is found the level occupied by his family in the social scale. He is convinced that it is the Good God himself who put him where he is and put the others where they are, but he tries to elevate himself all the same by his merit. However, in his respect for those who are placed higher than he, he entertains always a sentiment that is quasi-mystical, and he accommodates himself with good grace and never transgresses. (Cited in Markakis and Ayele, 1978, p 15) So says Mhteme-Selassie Wolde-Maskal-a member of the ruling class in 1966 before the 1974 Ethiopian revolution. In his remark, Mhteme Selassie assumes merit is a characteristic feature of Ethiopian life, and I follow suit. In the above comment, we recognise at least three important points that can serve as an outline for our subsequent discussion. The first point has to do with cultural authenticity in Ethiopia. The typical Ethiopian is construed as one who possesses an instinctive knowledge of divine placement according to one's merit. The language of hierarchy implied by words such as "exact measure", "scale", "height", "elevate", and "higher" describe Ethiopia as a hierarchic/ stratified or a functionally differentiated society in sociological terms (cf. Levine, [1972] 1965) while it affirms that the belief in merit is a characteristic feature of Ethiopians. Meritocracy is not a characteristic feature of undifferentiated holistic societies. The reference to "instinct" confirms that the cultivation of the self is inseparable from the process of socialisation in which belief in merit is central. Put differently, merit is socially constructed or culturally in-built, and hence, the moral development of Ethiopians (from childhood) is conditioned by this quasireligious phenomenon.
Second, we discover the religious legitimation of merit. Since religion is a defining aspect of the Ethiopian worldview, it is impossible to think of cultural development in Ethiopia without any reference to religious and metaphysical beliefs. It is, then, natural to see the parasitic growth of meritocracy under the auspices of religion. The interplay between merit and religion becomes obvious in the expressions: "… convinced that … God himself … put …" that strongly indicate that belief in merit is embedded in and mediated by religion. Put simply, God and religion are evoked here to sanction merit and demerit, wealth and poverty, rich and poor.
The last point relates to the myth of social mobility. The expression "… [he/the Ethiopian] accommodates himself with good grace and never transgresses" demonstrates the cultural convention of a consensus society. The typical Ethiopian believes that he/she can be elevated (by his/her own merit) and demoted (due to demerit) on the social ladder. Consequently, the typical Ethiopian never attempts to transgress through revolutionary acts. Given the history of revolution in Ethiopia, however, this may be an untenable conclusion. If religion produces docile bodies that cannot transgress (or, resist unjust systems), what do we make of the 1974 revolution?
As we shall see later-through a cursory look at the poetic expressions of ordinary people-such common understandings framed by religion can be disrupted by experience. Before looking at that, however, I wish to elaborate the metaphysical and religious legitimation of merit within the Ethiopian context, to develop further the tentative outline discussed above.
A good starting place for such a study is the work of Donald Levine. Levine attributes idil (fate/fortune) a central place in Ethiopian culture. However, his interpretation is mainly construed in the negative (i.e., fatalism). In contrast, Messay Kebede offers a more positive construal of idil.
5 For Messay (1999, p 185), idil "is at the antipodes of fatalism and resignation, since fate is not so much certitude as a constant quest". In light of such an interpretation, the understanding of idil in terms of docility, hopelessness, and lack of motivation for change has to be rejected. Such an understanding of idil is contrary to fixed merits and demerits for there is always a flexibility implying a reversibility of positions that gives aspiring individuals the possibility of moving up in the social hierarchy.
Idil, Messay argues, is not a purely natural phenomenon; instead, it is connected to the theological notions of covenant and election (akin to Weber's analysis of the Protestant ethic). Consequently, idil turns every acquired thing into God's gift (Kebede, 1999, p 183) . According to this conception, "grace creates inequalities"-individuals occupy different hierarchies of positions analogous to Leibniz's hierarchy of monads (Kebede, 1999, p 214) . For Messay, semna worq (literally translated as wax and gold; the former implying literal meaning while the latter refers to the hidden/true meaning), and similar indigenous poetic expressions exhibit not only a literary style but also a metaphysics embedded in Ethiopian religiosity. The metaphysics of wax and gold distinguishes between appearance and essence-the former having the potential to veil the latter-a conception reminiscent of Platonism. The movement from the wax to the gold is like ascent to a higher, truer, and absolute reality, the implications of which are not only restricted to epistemology but also extend to social ontology.
Ascent to, as well as descent from, a status-including economic merits-are seen in light of the metaphysics of wax and gold, expressed in a topographic metaphor of lower and higher positions as we have observed in Mhteme-Selassie's remarks. However, although the positions are fixed by fate (or fated), the hierarchy is flexible allowing people to move along it. This constitutes the Ethiopian myth of social mobility, which operates in upward and downward directions. For Messay, the reversibility of positions appears to have affinity with the Heracletian view of the reversal of superiors and subordinates: "war is the father of all and king of all … some he makes slaves, others free" (as cited in Kebede, 1999, p 186) . Of course, such associations are unfortunate because the Heracletian chaos sacralises conflict and (presupposes an original/ontological) violence (cf. Milbank, 2009, p 279; 2006, p 5) . On this conception, violence is determinative in the fate of individuals in either higher or lower positions. Binding together those fated for higher and those destined for lower positions is the concept of time (gize), understood not as a linear progression but as reversal (Kebede, 1999, p 192-193) , which has affinities with the Bergesonian understanding of time as reversal. Here, what effects the reversal cannot be free of violence. Now, prior to commenting on Messay's analysis of the traditional matrix, allow me to make a brief detour in order to look at how the contemporary religious expressions in Africa fit into this scheme. Of course, there is obviously a direct relationship between African Christianity/spirituality and economic life in general. This could be noted from Paul Gifford's remark (1998, p 346): "Their results-oriented and pragmatic spiritual life spills over to make their work life results-oriented and pragmatic too". Gifford's analysis is narrowly focused on the business-like church and para-church industries in Africa that began to flourish since the 1970s. In today's Africa, as elsewhere in the world, the socalled "prosperity gospel" preached by some Charismatic and Pentecostal groups has made wealth and its acquisition central to religious belief and practice. According to such expressions of religion, the flow of wealth/money/statuses do not belong to the domain of the natural only. Their operations are considered more than a natural phenomenon, akin to what Messay argues about the notion of idil. Here, the domain of the supernatural or the miraculous-"that is, the belief that anything is possible" (Mbembe, 2002, p 270)-permeates the imagination of religious believers.
Consequently, one seeks to overcome material obstacles by the power of the supernatural for the miraculous is believed to change the rhythm of material life. In this process, we notice the centrality of charisma, which exhibits paradoxical features. On the one hand, charisma is possessed only by a few chosen (by God) and "anointed" (by the Holy Spirit) in order to minister or offer services to communities while, paradoxically, everyone could access it to partake in grace. Aspiring individuals who wish to ascend on the social ladder are then admonished to do this not by their own capabilities but by the help of charisma. If the aspiring individual believer succeeds, credit is given to God and this may include sharing benefits to the possessor of the charisma through whom God released his grace. In absence of success, the charismatic leader may diagnose a generational curse that hinders the aspiring believer from material blessings and promotions. In this case, spiritual rituals (e.g., prayer, fasting, giving offerings and tithes) are performed to break the curse and change the fate of the individual. In general, what the contemporary religious expressions affirm demonstrate an affinity with Messay Kebde's analysis of the traditional matrix. Now allow me to forward some critical remarks on Messay Kebede's analysis of the traditional matrix. Taking the traditional matrix as a normative ideal for society could be detrimental in some ways: first, there is an obvious legitimisation of inequalities even when they result in demeaning poverty. This can be tantamount to rationalising poverty. Society, then, develops moral numbness towards the poor without feeling guilty or responsible in any direct way. Of course, this is not to deny the existence of practices of mercy and charitable giving. Second, the emphasis on belief in merit and the myth of social mobility-although they may offer society with a serviceable social imaginary that could add a propensity for economic growth/development-inevitably leads to competitive egoistic individualism whereby only the fittest survives, which has less regard to the bonds of togetherness and mutual responsibility. The rule is "from where you are you cannot improve your lot; so you must ascend to a higher position. And such places being limited, someone else must be dislodged and degraded" (Kebede, 1999 , p 220)-a conception that never encourages horizontal solidarity. Third, the notion of merit (idil) is being used as a cover-up fig leaf to make social determinism look less evil. Finally, the account of the religious sanctioning of meritocracy empties religion (particularly Christianity) of its critical capacity. It gives the impression that religion could only conform to cultural conventions without causing any disruptions to the status quo. The discussion that follows addresses this last problem by rehearsing what ordinary subjects express themselves in a subversive manner.
Disruptive convictions. Much of the scholarly discussion reiterates the assumption that "heavy fatalism" characterises Ethiopian life, and that demerit, poverty, famine, and disaster are considered as "ordained by fate" (Clapham, 1969, p 6; Rahmato, 1990, p 39) . In a similar vein, the Ethiopian scholar Mesfin Woldemariam argues,
In the context of Ethiopian culture, famine is not a natural calamity, […] no human being or human institution can be held responsible for it […] famine has proved to be a convenient and successful means of disclaiming its responsibility and obligation to avert famine. The same perception has enabled the people to accept suffering and death with peace and equanimity. (1984: 141-3) Against this tide of scholarship, Messay Kebede argues that such an interpretation is the result of confusing fatalism with religious clientelism. Although, undeniably, there is an attribution of famine to sin (of satiety, for example) and God's retribution, as affirmed by the historian Richard Pankhurst (1986, pp 10, 17), fatalism on its own cannot give a complete picture. Messay's argument is that Ethiopians do not passively accept their "fate" (as if fixed and unchanging) but do their best to re/align themselves to God through a prayer of confession (egzio meharene Kristos-O Christ forgive us) so as to curb the consequences of famine and disaster. I agree with Messay Kebede to the extent that people do not accept "suffering and death with peace and equanimity" (as Mesfin Woldemariam claims). One poignant example of responses to suffering in Ethiopia, the poetic expressions of ordinary people in response to famine does much to refute this claim. For this task, I wish to reflect on some couplets taken from Fekade Azeze's work (1998, p 138):
I will sue him in court, I won't leave him lightly; I won't; While he exterminates, from the surface of the earth, The values and dignity of man! This couplet is an example of how suffering people question the justice of God, thereby, demonstrating the absence of docile fatalism. This is not the voice of people who suffer from heavy fatalism. In the face of people perishing because of hunger and starvation, religious people question the existence of a good, omnibenevolent God. Of course, this does not mean that people abandon their faith because of the practical theodicy they encounter. Nonetheless, they complain and protest against God for allowing such a calamity happen. In another couplet (Fekade Azeze, 1998, p 105) , we look at the depiction that God is a just judge when he allows such calamities:
Surely, God cannot be suspected on one regard, He will not kill the poor, and leave the rich behind.
This poem expresses that people consider death as the equaliser of all-befalling on the poor and the rich without any discrimination. Nevertheless, although God seems to be praised for his indiscriminate judgement, his justice is ironically questioned. God allows and tolerates unjust inequalities, and his judgement is protracted and kept until the advent of famine. Moreover, the only instrument God deploys appears to be mass extermination through disaster and famine.
In light of these poems, Mesfin Woldemariam's reference to dying with peace and equanimity is not an accurate representation of the Ethiopian reality, although his point about the abnegation of responsibility by governments may be separately evaluated on its merits.
Poems against political leaders abound in literature containing poetic expressions of ordinary citizens. For example, the following couplets (Fekade Azeze, 1998, pp 117-118, 204) appear to be critical of the previous communist regime-especially, the antireligious stance of the party members and their endless meetings to indoctrinate and control people, and the lack of good governance due to unfitting governors appointed through party affiliation (political meritocracy):
Clouds faded from the sky, Cases are not dealt with in depth, So justice is never carried out.
Our look at merit within the particular context of Ethiopia serves to demonstrate an interesting framework combining the concept of idil (fate) with that of gize (time). We noted that according to this perspective both ordained social location and social mobility are theoretically possible. Through the examples we looked at we were also able to note how people can respond to suffering with protest wisdom that may seem to counter their overarching religious and metaphysical worldview.
Final considerations
In the foregoing discussion, we have drawn on theoretical and empirical works to look at how religion could legitimise and critique meritocracy. While meritocracy demonstrates a capacity to discipline the whole of life, as a regime of subjectivity, religion can always create a critical distance to resist it. There are theological resources that can be generated from religious texts and protest wisdom countering meritocratic ideology. Why does the foregoing discussion matter and where does it lead? Allow me here to conclude the discussion by suggesting three moral considerations or protocols on meritocracy vis-à-vis inequality and poverty, which will contribute towards correcting flawed conceptions of economic poverty and development.
From merit to mercy. The opposite of merit is not demerit. Demerit is just another side of merit. Rather, mercy is the opposite of merit. The interpertation of grace as a sign of material success (money) is reductive of religion and its values. If grace is interpreted as money, then, money can also be interpreted as grace. Those who are successful in terms of merit/money are also considered as already possessing grace and are not required to convert or confess. Material wealth becomes the same thing as spiritual wealth. In this context, grace creates inequalities. In viewing meritocracy as a regime of subjectivity, we need to consider the critical distance religion should maintain.
Meritocracy defines the world in terms of competitiveness, not cooperativeness: merit implies scarcity, which could be factual or imagined. As we noted above, for one to make it up on the social ladder, another must be dislodged and degraded. In a milieu of scarcity, as Jean-Paul Sartre claims, our common living is endangered by an unhealthy competitiveness: "In pure reciprocity, that which is Other than me is also the same. But in reciprocity as modified by scarcity, the same appears to us as antihuman in so far as this same man appears as radically Otherthat is to say, as threatening us with death" (Sartre, [1960 (Sartre, [ ] 2004 . This leads to a construal of life as the survival of the fittest whereby those with merit survive while the disadvantaged are subjected to what Marx and Engels (1999, p 84) referred to as "the violence of things"-not a spectacular violence-but a silent form of dehumanising violence that results from the denial of things necessary for the survival of the worstoff. Unemployment, poverty and destitution are the objective and material manifestations of the violence of things. Under economic conditions that make scarcity normative (Robbins, 1932, p 16) , and meritocracy the ideal, this violence can easily pass as an "oversight"-understood not as failure of sight but a rationalised and intentional refusal of sight (echoing Althusser and Balibar, 1979, p 21) . This is a devaluation of human dignity and an empoverishment of virtue, which grace and mercy foster.
Institutions of mercy. The whole exercise of economic rationalisation based on the notion of desert, in the final analysis, leads to the rationalisation of demerit/retribution. Such rationalisation eventually leads to a moral scarcity of sympathy and spiritual/ affective numbness towards the poor. Aleatoric meritocracywith its pretensious issuance of the equality of opportunity-has a way of looking at some unexpected results as anomalies, not as limitations of its internal rationality. To the benefit of the worstoff and the ethic of cooperative togetherness, there should be an "epistemic mercy" that leads to the recognition of: "the particular" (as opposed to "the general" of economic calculations), the need "to live with the contradictions and the challenges of the tragic," the limits of our knowledge and economic/development calculations (Sedmak, 2007, p 146-147) . The proposal, here, is that since mercy is the opposite of merit, the effects of the merit/desert logic should be curbed by mercy. In a world of competition, cooperation should thrive. Creating insitutions of mercy that focus on health care, education, and employment is necessary to foster moral-social transformation. Getting equal access to health care differs from setting up free or less expensive health, but poor health services, to the poor while the better-offs get access to quality services. The same is true to the educational sector. The State should take greater responsibilty in offering people employments (cf. Schweiger, 2014, p 37-61).
Mercy and the human subject of development. Epistemic mercy requires that we affirm and be humane to the human face of tragic economic contexts. Development practices that aim at curbing poverty are often pre-ocuppied by the rational calculations and manipulation of figures but at the end of the day what matters should be human subjects. What is the development question but a question about the human subjects of development (whose agency need to be affirmed)? Since development agencies themselves-faith-based or otherwise-could be instrumentally used by meritocratic hegemony/ideology serving the meritmachine, there ought to be critical awareness of the dangers of the identikit top-down approach in development that disregards the human subjects of development (Escobar, 1995, p 44) . Received: 29 September 2017 Accepted: 12 December 2017 Notes 1 Although the relationship between merit and desert is contentious, some scholars oppose the replacement of desert with rights by egalitarian-minded scholars. For further discussions cf. Louis Pojman (1997 Pojman ( , 2006 . 2 Much can be drawn from the Christian tradition, but it is beyond the scope of this paper. To highlight some examples: the development of early Judaism can be interpreted as a critique of Ancient Near Eastern traditions-Mesopotamian religions of sacrifice that fostered a transactional view of sacrifices in which the agent of sacrifice receives merit (Bruni, 2017) . The discouragement of merit in the New Testament by Jesus may be similarly understood. Nonetheless, the aversion of merit-based religion is always under critique, as demonstrated in St Paul's critique of the transactional logic in legalistic forms of Judaism (e.g., Rom.4:4-6; Gal.5:5). The notion of merit is antithetical to the Gospel-the latter totally excludes the former because no one is unworthy of the Gospel of Christ (ed. Kittel, 1964, p 379-380) . The debate between St Augustine (doctor gratiae, "doctor of grace") and Pelagius, for example, reveals the tension between "salvation by merit" and "salvation by grace" (sola gratia) (McGrath, 1998, pp 35-37, 79-85) . Similarly, the critique of Luther against the Catholic Church has to do with the understanding of sola gratia. From an economic-historical perspective, Luther's critique of the Catholic Church and the luxurious ways of life in Italy could be a point of interest (cf. Bruni et al., 2016) . 3 Especially, in the gospel of Matthew, we find explicit references to salvation by grace (unmerited) (see [21] [22] [23] 13) and texts (such as Matt. 6:12, [14] [15] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] ) that give the impression that salvation is conditional on forgiveness (merited). Such paradox is not actually unique to Matthew as other biblical books contain a similar tension. Eduard Schweizer (1975, p 155) and others (Tushima, 2011, p 1-11) have, for example, noted the tension between these groups/sets of texts by drawing attention to Matthew 20:1-16 about the parable of the workers receiving equal pay for unequal work. 4 The significant role played by socio-cultural conventions figures in David Hume's antirationalist resonance and non-egalitarian approach: "It is necessary, therefore, to know our rank and station in the world, whether it be fixed by our birth, fortune, employments, talents, or reputation" (Hume, 1911, pp 293, 484-501 ). The Ethiopian case shows some degree of affinity with Hume's understanding of convention insofar as it gives consensus (based on merit and non-merit factors) normativity. Hume encourages people not to seek a better position but remain where they are in order to develop their skills and natural abilities, which would later bring them more esteem for their excellence. The principle he advances is the importance of living up to the standards required by one's position. Of course, he contends that wealth should not necessarily be the driving motive. The most important point, here, is that conventions are important to coordinate our actions-enabling us to act in predictable ways allowing a distinction between "mine" and "thine" and serving as the "origin" of justice (Gaus, p 225; Hume, 1911 p 484-501) . 5 Here, the help of a dictionary is of no avail because the issue at stake is more than semantics. Indeed, the work of Levine shows its associations with fate and fatalism, but Messay has rigorously demonstrated the link between the notion of idil and merit and the myth of social mobility.
